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Msde &mice malels for long distance business travellers b v e  
been calibrated; using data on actual choices; generally w i t h  the 
cbjet ive of deriving demand elasticit ies and values of time for 
use in farecasting. The mast recent such wrk using W data 
dates from 1971. me results presented in this paper prnvi.de a 
much needed update of this earlier wrk. 

W e  choice models are estimated using data collected £m tw 
surveys of long distance business travellers. W sets of choices 
are modell&: car versus ra i l  and ai r  versus ra i l ,  where one of 
the twomcdes was that used on a recent long distartce business 
t r ip  and the other ms the traveller's best alternative made for 
the trip. Most of these trips were between North East and Suth 
East Wland. Ihe estimated values of time are found to be 
substantially larger than those cbtained in plst studies. 



M e  choice &els for long distance business travellers have 
been calibrated using data an actual choices (i.e. revealed 
preference data) E generally with the objective of deriving demdnd 
elasticity estimates for use in forecasting and policy analysis 
(University of &ads (1971); University of So-pton (1971); 
Grayson (1981) ; Stopher and Prasliker (1976) and Stephanedes e t  al 
(1984)). As them& recent work anployiq U(data is that of 
the University of Leeds (1971). there is clearly a need for more 
up to date results. This paper prwides such results £ran the 
analysis of mode choice data collected fram 2 sanples of long 
distance business travellers ( Ebpikes; Johnson and Parks (1985)) . 
With this data we have calibrated binary Twit models for the 
chaices of travel by car or rail and air m rail: where cme of 
the two modes =S used on a recent long distanee business tr ip 
and the other was the traveller's best alternative mdle for the 
trip. 

Ihe research reported in this paper 60ms fsrt of a larger 
project; funded by the S=; a Long Distance Business Travel. 
In the course of the project Wee surveys wre undertaken; 2 of 
business travellers and one of organisations (Ebwkes and Marks 
(1985); EbGkes; Johnsan and Mirks (19435)); The data used in this 
-per canes £ran the &cnner two suweys. 

Before presenting the results of our analysis, we discuss the 
interpretation of revealed preference data for business 
travellers (Section 1) and then exmine the nature of the choices 
facing our 8amples of travellers (@action 2) .  The tkird section 
of the paper contains the estimation results. The paper 
conclules with a canparisan of the valm of time estimates 
obtained £ran these results; and values cbtained elsewhere, using 
rwealed preference data; and f m  ow m project; wing stated 
prefereme data. 

l. I ~ A T I O N  W l%EWWBl PREFERENCE WTA 

Ihe mode choices rwealed by business travellers result £ran 
decisions made by- the travellers and their mployers. The 
anployer typically defines the set of modes the traveller is 
allowed to use; through a 60rmal or informal travel policy; and 
then the traveller ehaoses the travel mcde to be usedl m a 
particular business tr ip fran w i t h i n  the penaitted set. Ihou~h 
in sane cases the travel policy may dictate the mode to be used 
(&rks (1986)). Cbmidering , for simplicity; the hinary choice 
situation in which the traveller uses mode A an3 mode B is the 
best alternative then one has either: 

1) the traveller is permitted to use both males and eo 
estimated demand elasticities; values of t h e  etc. reflect 
the traveller' s preferences ; which may or may not include 
sane consideration of the consequences of the decision 60r 
the employer; or 



2) the traveller must, according to the mnpmy travel plicy, 
use a parkicular made and so estimated denand elasticities; 
vales of time etc. reflect the anployer' s meferences. 

In our samples most, bu t  not al l ;  respondents (92% for the car 
versus rai l  &mice and 78% &r the air versus rail d i c e )  wre 
pennitied to use the best alternative mJde for their reported 
journey. Thus parameter estimates oMaine.3 fran this data 
reflect a wighted average of employers' and anployees' 
preferences regarding the amount of ecm n mmey to be spent on 
time savings; with mst of the W ght on the employees' 
preferences. If these parameter estimates are to be used i n  
forecasting (or policy analysis) it is imprtant that the sam@e 
of business trips used i n  analysis is representative of the 
category of business trips for which forecasts are being 
constructedt. Ebr i f  this is not the case; the relative weights 
given to employees' and fmplo.liersl preferences may be incorrect 
and herre forecasts may be misleading. For the sane reason one 
must be fairly confident that business travel pl ic ies are not 
likely to becane noticeably mrelless restrictive wer the 
forecast period. 

TO assess &ether enployees' and employers' preferences differed 
in our sanples, we estimated M e l s  on the canplete data sets and 
subsets f i c h  inclded anly those respondents uho were permitted 
by their anployer to travel by both the mode used and the best 
alternative for the reported bwiness trip. The results of 
these estimations are given i n  Section 3. 

2. THENATUREOF~MalECHoIICES * 
In the oourse of our research on long distance business travel 
tm sanples of business travellers m e  surveyed using a&& 
identical questionnaires: one sample a m ~ i s e s  travellers 
contacted while making a tr ip on British Rail's East Owst Main 
Line (this is called the EtXL sample); the other sample amyxises 
business travellers contacted through their place of enplopent 
(this is called the ORGN sample) (see Fotdces; Johrrson and Wks 
(1%)). 

Reapondents to these tw surveys were asked to supply inbmation 
m: 

1) the main travel m&@, travel times, travel costs and other 
casts for a recent long distance business tr ip 

2) how mwh quicker/slowr am3 cheaperldearer this tr ip muld 
have been using the best alternative rnode 

3) Mch modes they were permitted (by their emplayer) ta use 
on the reported trip. 

Using the data on cost and time differences; fbr hoth the KNL 
and OWN sanples audbined; we have calibrateit randcm utility 

, ,  . . ,  . . , . . .  . . ,  . . , ,  . . . .  . , " . .  , . ~  , . . .  ~, . ' . . . .  ~. . . . .  ........................................................... 
* A long distance business tr ip was defined to be me with a 

rowd t r ip distance of 50 miles or more. .-. .. 



mcdels of binary mcde choice £or travel by car versus rai l  and 
air versus rail. W e  MS nat sufficient data to consider 
mcdelling the choice between car and air. atly 26 respondents 
reported such a choice, and gave cost and time data. 302 
respondents had a choice between rail and car; and reported 
travel time and travel cost differences between these 2 modes. 
lhrt data in Table 1 describes the nature of these choices in 
terms of whether travel by one mwle daninated travel by the other 
(i.e. whether one mrde was ixsth faster and cheaper). Fbr 72% of 
car users travel by car daminated travel by train. Only 5% of 
car users chose to travel by car &en travel by train muld have 
been hoth faster arid cheaper. By contrast, 23% of train users 
chose to travel by train men it would have been hath cheaper and 
faster to travel by car. %ese people w e  mare likely to be 
travelling to madon than ofher train users, mich suggests their 
choice of mode wis influenced by the difficulties of parking i n  
and driving aromd rmdon. one worrying thing about the data in 
Table 1 is that so few people (24%) w e  fa& with a possible 
time/oost tradeoff, for it is these 'traders' vjho supply the bulk 
of the inforination required to calibrate the cost and time 
parameters in a mcde choice -1. 

Because other costs such as hotel; taxi and meal bil ls could. in 
sane cases, be as large as direct travel costs; we thougM that 
d s s i o n  of the other cost data might explain my so few people 
w&re facing a time/csst tradeoff. Adding other costs to travel 
costs and lcoking a t  choices on the basis of total costs versus 
travel time; one gets the &ices described in Fable 2. (Note C7 
of the original 302 respondents did not supply ather cost data.) 
Wain only 24% of responaents faced a possible time/wst tradeoff 
and a non-negligible proportion (16%) chose a daninated me&; 

130 respondents had a choice betwen rail and air, and rep,&& 
(travel and other) cost an5 time data for these 2 modes. Out of 
these 130 respondents only 46 faeed an obvious timeicost tradeoff 
when making their mode choice decisions (Table 3). The data here 
do not appear to be of any better quality than that for the car 
versus rail choice. We had hoped for a greater proportion of 
ptential traders raoatgst h s e  peOple with an air/rail choice; 
because it seaned likely that air  &d generally be faster and 
more expnsive than rail. %is is clearly not always the case. 
53% of the rail travellers said their journey would have been 
slower or taken about the same time if they had flow. Travel by 
rai l  was cheaper than travel by air for 95% of the rai l  users and 
42% of the air users. It is possible these figures may be 
subject to cognitive dissonance; as is mmvxl i n  reported data of 
this kird. 84% of the people making the air/rail choice were 
travelling to Lrmdon as ampared with only 32% of the car/rail 
sample. %he air/rail sample would therefore appear to ccmpise a 
more  ems set of (possibly simpler) journeys. 



TAEIX 1 RAIL lll3RS.B CAR CfDICES: TRAVEL COST - TRAVEL TIME 
TRADEOFF 

Qr Chosen Train Chosen Wrtal 

Car Dtminates 94 41 135 

Train Daninates 6 63 69 

Car and Train Have ?Xpal 12 
msts ancl Times 

TABhE 2 RAIL VEBSLlS CAR MOICES: TO?aL COSIS - TI(AVEL TIME 
TRALmFE' 

(nunber of respondents) 

Qr chosen Train Chosen '1Mal 

Car minates 68 33 101 

Train m i n a t e s  5 48 53 

Car and Train W e  Equal 12 13 25 
Oosts and Times 



TABLE 3 AIR VERSCs RAIL CB3ICES: TOTAL ~ W E S / T R A ~  TIME 
T m m  

Air Chosen R a i l  Chosen Tbtal 

A i r  Mninates 13 11 24 

R a i l  mina tes  4 49 53 

Air and R a i l  Have ~ q u a l  - 17 17 
Cost and Times 

Tradeoff mssible 9 -- 
Total 26 

Surveys of long distance business travellers have fornd the most 
;npOrtant factors claimed by respandents to hare influenced their 
male choices were (in order of importan?) : amveni~mce of 
departure times and accessibility; speed (i.e. travel time) and 
cost (Wccklebank (1982), Fa*es et al (1985) ; Sames et al 
(1979). LCCf (19W); M I L  (1979); University of Southsnpton 
(1971)). m addition; the travel mode used £or lang distance 
business t r ips has been found to depend on the origin/destinaticm 
of the t r ip ,  the n m b r  of meetings attended, distance travelled; 
whether the traveller was gnploye-3 i n  the private or the public 
sectors and the traveller' S status (Wrks ( 1986)). Fran our 
surveys we have data on travel and other costs; travel times; the 
origin and destination of fhe journey, the nmhr  of meetings 
attended; the travel ler 's incam; hther the traveller had 
access to a canpany car and reasons £or choosing the travel M e ;  
in particular; whether this was canpany policy or not. This data 
was used to r c o n s t r ~ ~ ~ t  the £ollowirrg 0-1 dmuy variables: 

(l) DLCIN = 1 i f  a bndon destinaticm 
0 otherwise 

(2)  = 1 i f  more than 1 meeting was attended 
0 otherwise 

( 3 )  DCCAR = 1 i f  the traveller had access to  a mmpny car 
0 atherwise 

(4) DCOP = 1 i f  the reason for cbice of made was c a n p y  
policy 
0 otherwise 



In addition to these 4 dumy variables; travel costs, other costs 
and travel times were used as explanatory variables in 
regressions. These regressions imrolvd the estimation of the 
parmeters of a binary logit &el for the choice 'between the 
mode used and the best alternative fbr a recent business trip 
(reported by each respondent) . At1 estimations were carried out 
using the W I T  software developed by M. Ben-Akiva. 

In all estht ions independent variables enter the models in the 
form of differences. For the car versus rail clmice the values 
for each indepdent variable are calculated as the value of the 
variable for travel by car minus  the corresponding value for 
travel by rail. Likewise i n  the air versus rail choice; rai l  
values are subtracted fran air values for each independent 
variable. 

I t  was expcted that the estimated coefficients of the d m y  
variables £or the car; rai l  choice muld be as follows: 

1) DLDN wuld have a mgative coefficient; because travel ta 
-on by rai l  is a lot easier than by car. M1 sewices 
into London are generally fast and frequent, and driving 
around and parking in bndon are difficult because of 
traffic q e s t i o n  and insufficient p k i n g  spaces. 

2) tW-4 *ould have a positive coefficient because travel betwen 
meetings is generally quicker and easier by car than by 
public transport. 

3)  DCCAR wuld have a positive e f f i c i en t  because the 
traveller may be mme inclined to use, and may aim be 
emwaged to use, their cunpany car £or business trips. 

4) me sign of the COOP coefficient is not obvious for there is 
no reason why canpany policy should; a priori, be more 
imprtant in determining travel by rail as conwed w i t h  
car. We note that virtually the sane proportion of car and 
rail users (apoximately 22%) gave canany p l i cy  as a 
reason for their choice of mode. 

Wave1 cast; other cost and travel time were al l  expected to have 
negative caefficients; given increases in each of these variables 
have a negative effect m either the enployee' S or the anployart S 
mlfare. Estimations were carried out on the canplete set of 
respondents vim supplied the required data and a subset (of this 
mnplete data set) canprising respOnaents who were pennittea by 
their employer to travel byhatrh car and rail. 

Ihe results for the canplete data set are presented in W e  4. 
In the search for an appropiate model specification we started 
with the sinple time; cost mcdel given in col- 1 of Table 4. 
Estimation results £or this nnxiel give travel time and cost 
ccefficients which are negative and significantly different fran - 



zero. Zhe coefficient of the other cost terms i s ,  haaver; 
positive; contrary to our a priori expectations, though it is not 
significantly different fran zero (at the 5% level). Despite 
this it was decided to keep the other cost variable i n  subsequent 
regressians because there are gbod theoretical reasons for 
believing this variable should affect mode choices. Althoqh Lhe 
value of time estimate fbr We1 1 is high; a t  21.8 p/min; it 
should be noted that its 95% confiderre interval is very wide, 
ranging f ~ m  approximately 13159 p/min. lhe negative sign of the 
constant term i n  model 1 shaws travellers ~ u l d  prefer travel by 
rail than by car; assuning al l  costa and times ware equal. 

?he addition of the DLON dunny variable to Made1 1 gives a large 
statistically significant impxwanent in mad& f i t ;  and the 
negative coefficient of this variable confirms our a priori 
expectaticn that for trips With a IDndQn destination travel by 
rail is preferred to travel by car (W1 2; Table 4). Ihe val? 
of time estimate is now considerably leer than in m e 1  1 (21.9 
p/min as canpared with 34.8 p/min) ; although again the s+&ard 
ermr is (approxhakely) 30% of the valuct of time estimate. ?he 
cunpany car dumry variable uss also fotnd to have a statistically 
significant effect of the expected sign an mode clmice (We1 3). 
Hmwer; inclusion of the dmmy variables for the nlnrber of 
meetitigs attended (M) and m p n y  policy as the reason %r mode 
choice (m) did not give significant impmments in model f i t  
(nadels 4 and 5, Table 4).  E s t j m a t i o ~ s  in &ich cost ws divided 
by the reqmdent' S i m e  (not shown) also gave no significant 
improvmcnt in madel f i t .  

R&urning then to M e 1  3; the other cost coefficient is still 
positive and is significantly different fmn zero at  the 10%; but 
not the 5% level. Rmafing the other mst variable fram We1 3 
gives Mdel 6 and; as cunparison of the log-likelihc&s for these 
t v a ~  models no significant reductitm i n  madel f i t  (the C M -  
square statistic equals 3.16; that is less than the critical 
valle of 3.M). lhus We1  6; i n  dxich travel cost; travel t h e ,  
DLON; and a constant term are explanatory variables, is our 
preferred model. The v a l ~  of time estimate for this model is 
23.5 p/min and has a standard ermr of 6.9 p/min; Such large 
standard errors are to be tepcted given our sample contains a 
relatively m a l l  proportion of individuals facing a cast-time 
tradeoff. Larger sample sizes are required to give m e  accurate 
paremeter estimates. 

Fstimatians cm the smaller data set; conhining respondents 
m e  permitted to use bath modes; gave similar results to those 
discussed above for the mnplete data set  (Table 5) .  ?gain 
coefficient estimates fbr the d m y  variables and DXAR -re 
significantly different £mm zero and of the expected, Hlhile the 
additian of Lmf did not give a significant hprwanent in model 
f i t .  Wwwer, the other cost coefficient uss m psit ive and 
significantly different frau zero; and the inclusion of the 
cunpmy policy dumry variable row gives a significant gain in 



TABU3 4 m1MATED RESULTS FOR CAR VERSUS RW MBE CHOICE: m a m  DATA 
m 
(standard errors in brackets) 

Travel Cbst (E) -0.028 L0.038 -0.038 -0;040 -0.037 -0.036 
(0.009) (0.010) (0.010) (0.0111 (0.010) (0.010) 

Other Cbst (;E) 4.017 M.021 40.027 40.027 40.031 
(0.011) (0.012) (0.014) (0.015) (0.016) 

mavel Time (mlns) -0.0096 -0.0083 -0.0089 4 . 0 9 3  -0.0095 -0.C085 
(0.0014) (0.0015) (0.0016) (0.0016) (0.0016) (0.0015) 

m Likelihood -118.M1 -105.169 -100.772 -99.013 -99.2l5 -102.360 

Vallri of Time 34i78 21.85 23.51 23.34 25.521 23.49 
(p/min) (10.62) (6.12) (6.80) (6.49) (7.60) (6.92) 



TABU3 5 r n rnT I0N  mUL,s FOR CAR vemm RAIL MCDE CWOICE: 
RESKxmmrs P H d Y I I r n  TD W E  m 

(standard errors in braclets)  

Travel 03st (2 )  

other mt (&l 

Txavel. Time 

Value of Time 38.52 25.43 27.42 25.17 29.91 32.06 
( p / m h )  (12.50) (7.52) (8.46)  (7.27)  (9.60) (11.30) 



model f i t  ( aonpre models 5 and 3; Table 5 ) . %he negative sign 
of the cofficient for the D(XIP variable (Wdel 5) indicates that 
canpany policy is m e  important i n  determining travel by rail 
than by oar. lhat the effect of the DCOP variable is more 
significant here than in estimations cm the mnplete data set is 
to  be expected; given the latter data set contains the 
preferences of emplo~rs who; of courseE are not constrained by 
canpany policy. 

Cmittirrg the other cost variable fran Me1 5 gives M e 1  6 and a 
significant loss i n  explanatory pm. %I explain this 
(unexpcted) positive sign cm the ather cost variable; cme could 
argue that this occurs because the traveller derives psit ive 
utility £ran items such as hate1 stays and meals taken on the 
business trip. If this was SQ one wuld expect, as we have 
fowl; a sealer psi t ive effect i n  estimaticpls cm the canplete 
data set because here d e  choices alsr, i nwrpa te  the 
preferences of sane employers. Nevertheless; we are not wholly 
ccrrvinced by the akove explanation of the pssitive other cost 
cacffici@nt. 

CDnprison of the value of time estimates obtained fran the 
mnplete data set and the data set mnprising only people 
permitted to use both travel mcdos, sbws the former are smaller 
than the latter, thoqh differences are not statistically 
significant. mployees' and enploprs' preferences do not appear 
to differ substantially in our data. 

3.2 Air Versus Fail 

As with the car versus rai l  choice the basic time, cost made1 was 
augnented w i t h  dunny variables for a Londtm destinaticm (most 
other air trips were out of Iondon) and &ether wnpny policy 
was a reason for choosing the travel mcde. Ihe nunber of 
meetings attended and havirq access to a m n p y  car =re Mt 
considered relevant to the choice between air and rail. For 
trips with a Lrmdon destination we expcted that travel by rail 
wuld be preferred to travel by air because access to central 
London is easier by rai l  than air. &m the coefficient of the 
W N  variable was expected to be negative. main there are no 
g=cd reasons, a ~ i o r i ,  for expcting either a psi t ive or 
negative sign on the c~npany policy variable. we note 
that a much highor proprtion of rail than air travellers (21% 
versus 4%) gave canpany policy as a reason for their mode choice. 
%is led us  to expct a negative sign cm the EOP coefficient. 

Taking f irst the estimations cn the mplete data set; the basic 
costitime d e l  gives a satisfactory f i t  to the data (Rhc-bar 
Bquared equals 0.4054), and the cost and time coefficients a l l  
have the expcted negative signs. Althaugh the axfficient of 
the travel cost variable is not quite significant at  the 5% 
level, this variable was retained in further regressicns because 
there are good theoretical reasons for doing so. ?he additicn of 
the amgany @icy d m y  variable (DCOP) ; but not the Imdon 
destination dunny variable (DtXN) , gave a significant improvement 



in model f i t ;  and coefficients fir both variables wre of the 
expected sign. Dividing the the cast variables incane did nat. 
give any significant impcovenat i n  model f i t  (mt show) . Thus 
Model 2, ?able 6 is the peferred model for this data set. The 
value of time estimate k r  this d e l  is 19.1 p/min, but is mt 
quite significantly different fran zero at  the 5% lwel. The 
latge standard error of this valw of time estimate is almost 
certainly caused by the mall sanple size and the even snaller 
nunber of respondents facing a mst; time tradeoff. The psi t ive 
constant tenn in mule1 2 suggests that travel by air  is preferred 
to travel by rail; assuning a l l  other explanatoryvariables are 
the sane for both modes. 

Restricting the data set to cnly those respondents *o were 
permitted to travel by kath air and rail gives; not surprisingly, 
valw of time estimates w i t h  wen larger standard errors and 
statistically insignificant travel cost ard MXlP ooefficienks 
(Table 7).  It wuld appear that there are insufficient 
observaticuis to accurately identify the these paraneters and the 
valre of time estimates. Rmever, w Mte that the value of time 
estimates for this smaller data set are similar to those obtained 
in estimaticuis cn the canplete data set. 



TABfE 6 ESPIMATIOM RESULTS FQR AIR VERSUS RkTL MCDE W I C E :  
%E CCNl?LWE WTA SE2 

(standard errors in brackets) 

Travel 8st (S) -0.021 -0.021 
(0.011) (0.011) 

other 8st ( 5 )  . -0.040 -0.038 
(0.015) (0.015) 

Travel Time &.CO36 -0.00$1 
(0.0012) (0.0014) 

Value of Time 17 ; 22 19.08 
( plrnin) (10.03) (10.83) 



TABIE 7 ESTIMATION BESILT6 FOR AIR VERSE RhIL MaDE CHOICE: 
mP0NDENfs P m I m  TO UF;E Km MODES 

( W a r d  errors in kackets) 

Travel Cbst 

Other [bst ( S )  

Travel Time 

I&o bar-squared 

Mluz of Time 
( dmin) 



The analysis of revealed preference (mode cbice) data fbr long 
distance business travel reported i n  this paper has sbwn that; 
in addition to travel time and travel cost; ncaGtravel msts 
(e .g. a c m t i o n  and meals) ; canpany policy, hwitxj a LCpldon 
destination and, i n  the case of the car versus rail d i m ;  
access to  a cunpany car a l l  M e  significant influences m mode 
choice. The traveller' S incrme and the nunber of meet ings 
attended were not, bowever, found to  a£ fect mode choices. W k  
by ather authors has aim fould travel cost and travel t i m e  (in 
sane cases bmken down into ccmponents such as main in- 
v&icle time, waitirg time, other in-v&icle time), service 
frequemy, busehold incane and car availability my have 
significant effects on business travellers' mode choice decisions 
(Marks (1986 )) . Cur results are in broad agreenent with this 
work, though we did fai l  to find a significant incane effect. 
Lirk of relevant data meant we were unable to either break travel 
time dokn in to  different mnpnents or inclule service frequency 
in our models. Bwwer; our work has sbwn the influence of WE- 
travel costs; the tr ip destinaticn and amplny travel pl ic ies 
should be taken into acMunt in any fiture w k  on Pnode choice 
analysis Eor long distance business travellers. 

Tb our knowledge; the anly other study mnferable to our own is 
that by Miversity of Leeds (1971). In this stuly the choice of 
travel by rai l  versus air was mcdelled for different routes in 
Great Witain, using reported cost and time data for the mode 
used and mtstructed data for the alternative mcde. Valws of 
t h e  were found to range between 35% and 85% of hourly busehold 
h e .  Putting these valms in 1934 prices, by applying the 
charge i n  median household incarres between 1969 and 1984 as 
measured by the Family Expnditure Sunrey (CEntral Statistical 
Office (1970,1985)) to the University of &&S values; one gets 
valms of time m i n g  fran a r o d  4 p/mh to 13 p/min. These 
values are silbstantially maller than those obtain& in our wmk. 
mwer, because mall smnple sizes m e a n t  ow estimates have 
relatively large standard e r m .  further wmk either employing 
larger data sets or making use of hypthetical choice (i.e. 
stated preference) data is required to validate thew or our ovm 
results. We did collect responses to a stated preference mdde 
choice experiment i n  the surveys and this data gave values of 
time of a r o d  12 p/min ( Wka and &$&ss (1986 )) . These results 
are ndt ; homer, directly canparable w i t h  those given in this 
paper; &cause in the stated preference experimmt respOnaents 
were asked to trade theirown money against possible time 
savings: i n  actual cbices it is the ap loprLe martey h ich  is 
traded against time savings. It would appsar, there£ore, that 
employees are more willing to spend their employers' m y  than 
their ow m y  to save time, though the caveat amceming the 
wide confidence intervals £or our revealed preference value of 
time e s t u e s  *&ens this aanclu6im. 

Given our findings that anployem are more ready to sped 
enploprs' m e y  than their own to save travel time; and that 



revealed preference mcdels tend to be doninated by enployees' 
preferences, we concltide that the valuaticn prdured by revealed 
preference Maels has m relev?vance to the ecanunic appraisal of 
time savings. f t  is, howwer; of great imprtance i n  forecasting 
exercises. 
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